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energy or by a hesitating mind. He who seeks the Divine must 
consecrate himself to God and to God only. 

If the change comes suddenly and decisively by an over
powering influence, there is no further essential or lasting diffi
culty. The choice follows upon the thought, or is simultaneous 
with it, and the self-consecration follows upon the choice. The 
feet are already set upon the path, even if they seem at first to 
wander uncertainly and even though the path itself may be only 
obscurely seen and the knowledge of the goal may be imperfect. 
The secret Teacher, the inner Guide is already at work, though 
he may not yet manifest himself or may not yet appear in the 
person of his human representative. Whatever difficulties and 
hesitations may ensue, they cannot eventually prevail against the 
power of the experience that has turned the current of the life. 
The call, once decisive, stands ; the thing that has been born can
not eventually be stifled. Even if the force of circumstances pre
vents a regular pursuit or a full practical self-consecration from 
the first, still the mind has taken its bent and persists and returns 
with an ever-increasing effect upon its leading preoccupation. 
There is an ineluctable persistence of the inner being, and against 
it circumstances are in the end powerless, and no weakness in the 
nature can for long be an obstacle. 

But this is not always the manner of the commencement. 
The Sadhaka is often led gradually and there is a long space 
between the first turning of the mind and the full assent of the 
nature to the thing towards which it turns. There may at first be 
only a vivid intellectual interest, a forcible attraction towards the 
idea and some imperfect form of practice. Or perhaps there is an 
effort not favoured by the whole nature, a decision or a turn 
imposed by an intellectual influence or dictated by personal 
affection and admiration for someone who is himself conse
crated and devoted to the Highest. In such cases, a long period 
of preparation may be necessary before there comes the irre
vocable consecration ; and in some instances it may not come. 
There may be some advance, there may be a strong effort, even 
much purification · and many experiences other than those that 
are central or supreme ; but the life will either be spent in prepara
tion or, a certain stage having been reached, the mind pushed by 
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an insufficient driving-force may rest content at the limit of the 
effort possible to it. Or there may even be a recoil to the lower 
life, - what is called in the ordinary parlance of Yoga a fall 
from the path. This lapse happens because there is a defect at the 
very centre. The intellect has been interested, the heart attracted, 
the will has strung itself to the effort, but the whole nature has 
not been taken captive by the Divine. It has only acquiesced in 
the interest, the attraction or the endeavour. There has been an 
experiment, perhaps even an eager experiment, but not a total 
self-giving to an imperative need of the soul or to an unf orsakable 
ideal. Even such imperfect Yoga has not been wasted ; for no 
upward effort is made in vain. Even if it fails in the present or 
arrives only at some preparatory stage or preliminary realisation, 
it has yet determined the soul's future. 

But if we desire to make the most of the opportunity that this 
life gives us, if we wish to respond adequately to the call we have 
received and to attain to the goal we have glimpsed, not merely 
advance a little towards it, it is essential that there should be an 
entire self-giving. The secret of success in Yoga is to regard it 
not as one of the aims to be pursued in life, but as the whole of 
life. 

* * 

And since Yoga is in its essence a turning away from the 
ordinary material and animal life led by most men or from the 
more mental but still limited way of living followed by the few to 
a greater spiritual life, to the way divine, every part of our ener
gies that is given to the lower existence in the spirit of that exis
tence is a contradiction of our aim and our self-dedication. On 
the other hand, every energy or activity that we can convert from 
its allegiance to the lower and dedicate to the service of the 
higher is so much gained on our road, so much taken from the 
powers that oppose our progress. It is the difficulty of this whole
sale conversion that is the source of all the stumblings in the path 
of Yoga. For our entire nature and its environment, all our 
personal and all our universal self, are full of habits and of 
influences that are opposed to our spiritual rebirth and work 
against the whole-heartedness of our endeavour. In a certain 


